The Datto Cloud
The Purpose-Built Backup
& Recovery Cloud

Not all clouds are created equal and there are few purpose-built for backup and recovery which is why the Datto
Cloud is unique. The Datto Cloud is the backbone for Datto Unified Continuity by not only providing offsite images of
backups but protecting them from harm through multiple layers of security. MSPs can be assured their client’s data is
secure and recoverable.
• SIRIS for cross-platform server and virtual machine data protection
• SaaS Protection for Microsoft Office 365 and Google Workspace data protection
• Cloud Continuity for PCs for PC data protection
In addition to the Datto Cloud as their backup repository, all Unified Continuity solutions utilize the secure Datto
Partner Portal for multi-tenant management of client backups and restores.

The secure Partner Portal provides a single-pane-of-glass view into client backup & recovery

SIRIS + The Datto Cloud
SIRIS is a cloud-first data protection solution built for MSPs to protect and recover their
clients data. SIRIS utilizes the secure Datto Cloud for the following core functionality.
• Offsite backup snapshot retention
• Cloud based recovery (aka DRaaS)
• Entire systems or files / folders
Solutions that utilize a public cloud for offsite backup and disaster recovery will incur
variable costs associated with not only storing backup data, but recovering systems.
With the Datto Cloud, MSPs incur none of these costs, providing a predictable cost
model to protect client data.
How does your cloud stack up to the Datto Cloud?

SIRIS + The Datto Cloud

Public/Other Clouds

Immutable design for security

-

Encryption during replication and at rest

-

Optional infinite backup retention

-

Mandatory two factor access (2FA)

-

Cloud Deletion Defense™

-

6 Second Instant Virtualization

-

Disaster Recovery as a Service (DRaaS)

-

Flat fee DRaaS

-

Predictable cost model

-

Intuitive Recovery Launchpad

-

Cloud based administrative portal

-

Geographically dispersed locations

-

99.99999% availability

-

Zero admin overhead

-

Multi-tenant design

-

Proven, exabyte class scalability

-

SIRIS + The Datto Cloud
SIRIS plus the Datto Cloud set the standard for cloud-first data
protection. The following is a guide to their core cloud features:
Immutable design for security: The Datto cloud includes
multiple levels of security to protect client data, backed
by a team of in-house security professionals. Additionally,
the design of the backup snapshots themselves are not
susceptible to ransomware.
Encryption during replication and at rest: AES 256 encryption
is used during the replication of local backup snapshots to the
Datto Cloud. In addition, backup snapshots are encrypted in the
Datto Cloud via hardware encryption.
Optional Infinite Retention: MSPs can choose either time based
or infinite backup retention for their client’s backup snapshots
Mandatory 2FA: Datto requires all admin access to the Datto
Cloud be via two factor authentication. In addition, the Datto
Appliance (if used) has no admin access to the cloud.
Cloud Deletion Defense™: In case of accidental or malicious
deletion of backup agents or groups of snapshots, Cloud
Deletion Defense can “undelete” these actions.
6 Second Instant Virtualization: DRaaS is possible via the
Instant Virtualization feature that creates a new recovery VM in
the Datto Cloud using whatever backup point is chosen.
Disaster Recovery as a Service & Flat Fee DRaaS: Using SIRIS
and the Datto Cloud, MSPs can recover one or all of their
clients systems (servers and/or virtual machines) with no
additional costs.

Predictable Cost Model: Because the Datto Cloud is a private,
purpose-built cloud, MSPs do not have to worry about the
compute costs associated with a public cloud like AWS.
Intuitive Recovery Launchpad: The portal based interface that
recovers files in just a few clicks while simplifying complex
tasks like resource allocation, VM creation, and networking that
are related to a full system recovery.
Cloud Based Admin Portal: The secure administration portal
provides MSPs with a single-pane-of-glass interface into their
client backups.
Geographically dispersed locations: The Datto Cloud
exists in multiple data centers across the world to not
only provide offsite backup and recovery services but to
maintain data sovereignty.
99.99999% availability: The Datto Cloud is built for reliability
and availability supporting over 10,000 restores per month and
over 25,000 cloud-based recoveries in a 12 month period.
Zero admin overhead: MSPs incur no administrative overhead
with the Datto Cloud.
Multi-tenant design: The Datto Cloud was purpose-built
for MSPs to administer backup and recovery for dozens or
thousands of clients with a single-pane-of-glass backup portal.
Exabyte class scalability: The Datto Cloud supports over 1
million end clients and thousands of recoveries.

The Datto Cloud — Born for the MSP
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